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One-on-One
with an

Orange
Supply List:
One easy-to-peel orange

Senses: Can you smell the orange? What does it remind you of? Can you describe the 
smell? Can you describe the taste? Peel and savor your orange.

Meditation: Take a moment to close your eyes and picture that 
orange growing on a tree in sunny Florida. Deep breath in 
deep breath out.  Can you feel the sun on your face? 
Can you smell the orange blossoms?

Stretch: Let’s say we’re standing in front of that big Orange Tree, 
and we can stretch our arms up to pick one from the branches. 
Let’s pick another!

Did you know?

Oranges have been grown since ancient times and originated in Southeast Asia.
 
 • It is believed that Christopher Columbus was the first to bring orange
 seeds to America during his second voyage to the region in 1493. 

   • There are now over 600 varieties of oranges worldwide. 
   Can you name some varieties?

   California and Florida are the largest producers of oranges in the US.

   Around 85% of all oranges produced are used for juice. 

   Oranges are rich in vitamin C.

    • Essential for our bodies to stay healthy, Vitamin C not only  
    boosts our immune systems, but is also an important 
    antioxidant that protects the body from cell damage. 



Art Studio
Still Life

Supply List:
Cezanne template (provided)
Cezanne Artwork (provided)
Good Colored pencils

Cezanne was known for his simple still life paintings. He used basic objects 
and focused on the layout and patterns present in the scene. 

Cezanne’s interest was not in shapes themselves but in using the shapes to 
experiment with color and light.

For this project you will work with the template on the next page. Think about 
the colors Cezanne uses in his paintings. Compare how the colors are paired 
together and why. 

Notice the white cloth and the way he added blue shadows next to orange 
highlights for contrast. What else do you notice?

Observe the artwork on the last page as guidance while working on your still 
life, it doesn’t have to match!

Look up these other famous paintings:

Basket with Oranges - Henri Matisse
Still Life with Oranges - Paul Gauguin
Still Life with Basket and Six Oranges - Vincent VanGough
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